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Abstract
In this paper the application offlat base electrodes into a building's basement is ex
amined. The aim of this study was to locate ancient walls possib~y situated under
neath a building, lying on Ag. Dimitriou road in Thessaloniki (Greece). During ERT
surveying, an archaeological excavation took place on the roadway outside the
building. The excavation revealed ancient walls. A number of resistivity profiles
were carried out on the concrete floor of the building. The dipole-dipole array was
used in some sections, while in others the Wenner array was undertaken. The spac
ing "a" between electrodes was 1m and the maximum N-separation of N max=8. In
order to perform resistivity profiles in a nondestructive manner on the concrete
floor, flat base electrodes were applied. The resistivity surveying indicated the exis
tence of linear structures identified as resistive bodies. These anomalies may have
been derivedfrom various causes, but most likely they may have been derivedfrom
the continuation of the ancient walls revealed ji-om the archaeological excavation
on (he roadway. Finally, it must be no(ed that flat base electrodes proved to be an
effiCient toolfor rneasuring indoors.
Key words: Flat base electrodes, contact electrodes, nondestructive ERT
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H rrapovaa E:py(wia E:C;E:Ta(n TYf xpr;ar; TWV YfAE:KTPO(j[(VV E:1Wrpr;c; aro vrroYE:LO E:VOe;
K:r7Jpiov. LKorrOe; aUTr;e; TYfe; /-IdErYfe; dv(J.l 0 E:VTOTrWtIOe; (JPXaiwv TE:/XWV, TO. orwia <:ivai
TrleaVOV ea./-I/-Itva Ko.TW aTro KT!;plO Tr(1) {Jp[aKE:ral E:TrI TYfe; 0<506 Ay. iJlltlYfTp[OV mil
8E:myaJoviKYf (EJ..M<5a). Karo. TYf (5Ul.PKE:1O. AI7lf/1le; TWV yE:WYf;,E:KTpIKC!JV flE:Tpl]ar;WV,
TrpaY/-IaWTrOLr;eYfKE: apxalOAoY1Kr; r;KUKarpr; aro o<5ompw/-Ia TrOI) 6zi:PXE:Tal I::¢w arro TO
KTr;plO. H E:K(JKWpr; a7fOKaXoljJE: apxaia TdXIl· lv!la aE:lpo. yE:mr;AE:KTplKWV TOflOJV pCTpr;
ellKr; mo Tm/-fE:vT[;VIO TraTW/-Ia TOU KTYfP[OI). LE: Ko.rrOlr;e; Wtite; uJOTrOlr;eIlK[; 17 (5uiraS.1l
(5L7fOAOO-61rro),ov, E:VW (JE: o.AAE:e; Yf (51aW(r; Wenner. H aTromo.arl "a" tlE:w(u TWV r;JE:
KTpoMwv 7fap8YfKr; f(JYf f1E: 1 /-ItrpO Kal flE:ylarr; N-a7foara(Jr; N"'ox=8. JIPOKE:I,ui:vOV va
7fpaY/-laW7fOIYfeOUV 01 ),CWIl),E:KTplKI::e; TOpte; aro TmpE:VTivLO 6o.7fE:(50 tiE: ,ill(!, flr;
KamarporplKf; flI::80<50, XP1WlflO7fOlr;8IlKaV 17AL'KT/)(5r5w E:Trarpljc;. H yCWIlAE:KTpLKr; tpsu
va t&lc;S TYfV v7fap(r; YPOflPIKWV (5opwv TrOV 7fpoa(5lOfli(ovwL (Ve; (Jwpaw. Vlf/IlJ(!JV 0.
vT/ma(JE:oJv. AVTte; 01 ypa/-lfllKte; G.\Jw/-Ia)JE:e; E:ivaJ 7fIBavo va O(j)dAOVW.1 (Jr; 7f01KiJove;
7fapo.yovrse;, ,liE: meaVOTE:pO rr;v 7fpodwm] wve; a7fO Til auvtXE:/(J. KaTw a7fO TO KTr;plO
nov TCIXWV 7fOU a7foKo.JurpBr;Kav a7fO TtIV apxalO),oYLKll E:K(JKa(j)Y; mo o/5ompwtta. Tt
),oe;, Trpt7fE:/ va cry/pE:lwed
m fl),r;KTpo(51O [;Trarpr;e; a7fo&fx8r;Kav tva xp!;mflo leal
a(IOmmO spyaAE:io )'la TYfV rrpaY)1(J.T07foirWI7 pCTprWE:o.)V /-Itaa (JE: Kr!;pW.
Ai~w; KAW)ui: H)£KTPO<5la c7farpr;e;, PIl-lwTO.mporplK11 flt8ot5oe; 1/),E:KTp1Kf7e; wfloyPo.
rpia.C;.
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1. Introduction
Over the last decade, Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) has been extensively used in
geophysical investigations (Dahlin 2001). The most common applications of ERT are geological
mapping (Caglar and Duvarci 2001), geothermal field exploration (Wright et af. 1985)
hydrogeological studies (Flathe 1955, Dahlin and Owen 1998), engineering geology studies
(Dahlin et of. 1994), environmental research (Rogers and Kean 1980, Van et of. 1991, Ramirez, et
af. 1996) and archaeological prospection (Papadopoulos et al. 2006).
The rapid development of civil centers and various constructions resulted in the need to use
geophysical techniques in urban environments (indoors, paved surfaces, roads, etc.) Among the
existing geophysical techniques the method of GPR is highly popular (Daniels 2004) due to its
fully non-desh'uctive nature and survey speed. Further, the introduction of the newly developed
technique of capacitive resistivity (Kuras 2002) holds the promise of efficient electrical imaging in
areas where no (or poor) galvanic contact is possible, but its use is mainly restricted to map the
shallow subsurface.
As far as standard geoelectrical methods concerns, new techniques have been developed recently,
such as flat base electrodes, which allow resistivity measurements to be made in a nondestructive
manner and, therefore extend the application of ERT to other environments (e.g. urban, indoors,
etc.). Carrara et af. (2001), demonstrate the application of geoelectrical measurements using flat
base electrodes on a mosaic floor of a Roman residence. The application of non-destructive
geoelectrical grid to access wall structures is presented by Cosentino and Martorana (200 \), while
Karastathis et af. (2002) applied non-destructive ERT measurements on a cement dam in Marathon
(Greece).
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Figure 1 - Location map of the studying area
This work focuses on an application of flat base electrodes on a concrete floor of a building's
basement. The aim of this study was to locate ancient walls possibly situated underneath a building,
lying on Ag. Dimitriou road in Thessaloniki (Fig. I). During ERT surveying, an archaeological
excavation took place on the roadway outside the building (Fig. 2). The excavation revealed
ancient walls. The question was if these walls continued underneath the studying building, situated
next to the roadway, or not.
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Figure 2 - Topographical sketch of the studying area. The building is depicted with a cross

2. Geological Setting
The area of Thessaloniki (Fig. 3) belongs to the Circum Rhodope belt (Kauffmann et af. 1976,
Ricou et at. 1998), which consists of Paleozoic and Mesozoic metamorphic rocks covered by
cenozoic met2sedimentary rocks. The aforementioned rocks are covered in areas by Tertiary and
Quaternary formations. More precisely, the formations of the wider area of study are the
following:
•

Holocene undivided deposits consisting of sand, gravel, valley deposits and red clay with
calcareous concretionary bodies. At the base conglomerates dominate.

•

Neogene red clay series with mica and calcareous concretionary bodies.

•

Calcareous flysch, known as the Svoula group. It comprises of alternations of detrital or
psammitic limestones or ferruginous calcareous sandstones with shales. Olistoliths are
intercalated. The above formation's age is bracketed between Triassic to Middle Jurassic.

•

Chortiatis magmatic suite, which consists of leucocratic albite-sericite-microcline gneisses,
light brown or greenish epigneisses and dark green or brownish greenschists. The above
rocks are younger than Upper Triassic and older than the granodiorite of Sithonia type.

The Circum Rhodope belt can be divided in three major units: the Deve Koran - Doumbia unit, the
Melissochori - Cholomon unit and the Aspri Vrissi -' Chortiatis unit. Two folding events and a
greenschist facies metamorphic event have strongly affected the Circum Rhodope belt basement
rocks.
The studying area is lying on the Chortiatis magmatic suite. The surface formations consist of a
man-made ground in the first few meters and thereafter alluvial deposits, as well as deposits from
the erosion of the bedrock. The bedrock is comprised mainly of gneisses, green epigneisses, which
are representative of the region of Thessaloniki, and greenschists.
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Figure 3 - Abstract of the geological map (lGME 1970). The area of study is depicted with a
cross

3. Data Acquisition and Processing
The survey involved six parallel sections (2_1 - 2_6) with a northeast-southwest direction and
eight parallel sections (1_1 - 1_8) with a northwest-southeast - vertical to the previous - direction
(Fig. 4). The sections were spaced 3m apart from each other except from section (1_8), which was
1m far from section 0_7). The dipole-dipole array was measured in some sections, while in others
the Wenner array was undertaken. The spacing "a" between electrodes was equal to 1m for
sections 0_1 - 1_6 & 2_1 - 2_5) and equal to O.75m for sections 0_7,1_8 & 2_6), The max.imum
N-separation was N max =8. The data were collected with the SYSCAL (VI 1.4++) resistivity meter
(IRIS INSTRUMENTS).
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Figure 4 - Sketch of the surveying area, in which the measured sections are shown. (1_1) to
(1_8) sections refer to ERT's with northeast-sonthwest direction, while (2_1) to (2_6) sections
refer to ERT's with northwest-southeast direction
The building's basement, where the ERT measurements were carried out, had a 12cm thick
concrete floor with a resistivity of approximately 300 Ohm-m, whereas its ceiling was leaning on
columns with footing-bases of 1 m. The footing-bases are shown in figure (4) as small black
squares.
The electrodes used in this survey consist of a squaTe copper flat base (dimensions: 7 x 7 cm and
thickness of I cm), which abuts on the surface of the surveying area and a thin cylindric copper
segment (length of 7 cm) attached to the flat base part to facilitate cable connections (Fig. 5a).
To decrease the contact resistance a conductive gel was applied between the electrodes and the
ground (Fig. 5b). This is extremely important since in relatively rough surfaces the somehow
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heavy electrode (more than 1 Kgr) pressures the gel which fills any open spaces left between the
material and the electrode enabling in this way better conduct. The gel used in this work consists
of water, salt and low cost cellulose powder (industrial thickener). Alternatively, conductive gel
used in medical applications or even confectionery gel can be successfully applied but it is
generally more costly. Moreover, it was found that spraying the contact area with salty water prior
to the application of the gel helped to further decrease contact resistance (Athanasiou 2004).
2-D resistivity measured data in the fonn of pseudosections of apparent resistivity produce a
distorted image of the subsurface resistivity. Inversion is currently the standard procedure to obtain
a realistic estimate of the true resistivity based on the field observations. Among others, the
smoothness constraint inversion (Constable et of. 1987) has become the most popular for
interpreting ERT data since it produces a simplified subsurface resistivity model which is a
reasonable representation of the subsurface and at the same time guarantees inversion stability.
The collected resistivity data were inverted using a flexible non-linear 2-D scheme (Tsourlos 1995,
Tsourlos et 01. 1998) based on a smoothness constrained algorithm. The aim of the inversion is to
construct an estimate of a subsurface resistivity distribution, which is consistent with the
experimental data. The algorithm is iterative and fully automated and is based on a reliable 2.5D
finite element forward modeling scheme, which is also used for calculating the Jacobian matrix
when necessary. The smoothness inversion scheme, used in this work, tries to calculate a
subsurface resistivity estimate x for which the difference dy between the observed data and the
modeled data (calculated using the forward modeling technique) is minimized under the condition
that the roughness of the produced model is minimized. The resistivity correction at the k+ 1
iteration is given by:

where Cx, Cz are matrices which describe the smoothness pattern of the model in the x, z,
directions, Jk is the Jacobian matrix estimate and /-l is the lagrangian multiplier.

Figure 5 - (a) Flat base electrode used in the Held applications, (b) Conductive cellulose gel
used to ensure that flat base electrodes are electrically coupled to the surface
A proven 2.5-D Finite Element Method (FEM) scheme was used as the platform for the forward
resistivity calculations. In 2.5-D modelling the change in resistivity is considered to be two
dimensional but the current flow pattern is a three dimensional one. In other words, the measured
values correspond to a three dimensional subsurface where the resistivity is allowed to vary in only
two dimensions and remains constant in the strike direction. The adjoin equation approach was
incorporated into the FEM scheme in order to calculate the Jacobian matrix J.
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Figure 6 - Geoelectrical inverse model resistivity sections obtained by dipole-dipole and
Wenner arrays. These sections have a northwest-southeast direction
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4. Results and Interpretation
The inverse model resistivity sections are depicted in figures (6) and (7). The observation of a1l
sections of figure (6) showed the existence of a highly resistive area, which appears in all sections
and its center is situated at a distance of approximately 12m from the beginning of the
tomographies. Also, a second area of high resistivity appears in section 0_3) and continues until
section (1_8). Its center is situated at a distance of approximately 6m from the beginning of the
tomographies. These two resistivity anomalies indicate the existence of linear structures at the area
of study.
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Figure 7 - Geoelectrical inverse model resistivity sections obtained by dipole-dipole and
Wenner arrays. These sections have a northeast-southwest direction
The invelied sections of figure (7) are perpendicular to the inverted sections of figure (6). The
observation of these sections showed the existence of a high resistive area. which appears in all
sections and its center is situated at a distance of approximately 12m from the beginniug of the
tomographies. Also, a second area of high resistivity appears in section (2_2) and continues until
section (2_6). Its center is situated at a distance of approximately 7m from the beginning of the
tomographies. These resistivity anomalies also derive from a subsurface linear structure.
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Due to the fact that the above experiment has been conducted in an environment with a
complicated structure, which was aggravated by anthropogenic activity (excavations,
embankments, etc.), the linear anomalies may result from various causes. Moreover, the footing
bases of the columns are expected to add noise to the already heavy environment.
The linear anomalies of figure (6) may derive from a small scaled linear elevation of the bedrock,
due to its intense folding observed in the area of study, or a linear deposition of high resistive
alluvial materials. Though, by taking into account the geometry of the anomalies and the outcome
of the archaeological excavation on the roadway of Ag. Dimitriou road, it is more possible that the
above linear anomalies derive from the continuation of the ancient walls revealed from the
archaeological excavation. In line with the last interpretation, the high resistive linear structures of
figure (7) may derive from ancient walls perpendicular to the previous ones.
Resistivity measurements performed in this study indicate that flat base electrodes can be
satisfactorily employed to map subsurface geoelectrical structures. Using flat base electrodes can
extend the applications of geoelectrical techniques in environments that normally resistivity
tomography wouldn't be suitable for resistivity tomography.
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